CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS FOR A SMALL-MESH TRAP NET

MATERIAL
LINE SIZE – 7/8" POLYPROPYLENE
TWINE
- 6 THREAD NYLON
TUNNEL
- 6 THREAD NYLON
ALL OTHER
- 12 THREAD NYLON

DESIGN BY:
LIXEY FISH CO.
EAST TAWAS, MICHIGAN
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OUTSIDE OF TRAP - 10' 2 ¼" MESH
OUTSIDE OF TRAP - 12' 3 ½" MESH
5' DOOR
3' DOOR

200 M - 1 ½" MESH
420 M - 1 ½" MESH
338 M - 2 ¼" MESH
472 M - 2 ¼" MESH
374 M - 1 /seven.numerator⁄/eight.denominator" MESH
297 M - 1 /seven.numerator⁄/eight.denominator" MESH
253 M - 1 /seven.numerator⁄/eight.denominator" MESH

OUTSIDE OF TRAP - 6" 2 ¼" MESH
OUTSIDE OF TRAP - 12' 3 ½" MESH
5' DOOR
3' DOOR

18 M - 1 /seven.numerator⁄/eight.denominator" MESH
46 M - 1 /seven.numerator⁄/eight.denominator" MESH
220 M - 1/8" MESH
620 M - 1 /three.numerator⁄/eight.denominator" MESH
8 M PER 4" TIE